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Singularity Analysis of Lower-Mobility Parallel
Robots with an Articulated Nacelle

Semaan Amine, Daniel Kanaan, Stéphane Caro and Philippe Wenger

Institut de Recherche en Communications et Cybernétique de Nantes, France,
e-mail:{firstname.lastname}@irccyn.ec-nantes.fr

Abstract. This paper presents a generic approach to analyze the singularity of robots with an
articulated nacelle like theH4 robot. Using screw theory, the concept of equivalent twistgraph
is introduced in order to characterize the constraint wrenches and the actuation wrenches applied
to the moving platform. Using Grassmann-Cayley Algebra, the geometric conditions associated
with the dependency of six Plücker vectors of finite and infinite lines in the projective spaceP3 are
reformulated in the superbracket decomposition in order tocharacterize geometrically the parallel
singularities of the robot.
Key words: Grassmann-Cayley Algebra, superbracket, screw theory, parallel manipulators, singu-
larities, twist graph, nacelle.

1 Introduction

Parallel singularities are critical configurations in which a parallel manipulator loses
its stiffness and gains one or more degrees of freedom (DOF).They can be found us-
ing either numerical, analytical or geometrical methods. For Gough Stewart parallel
manipulators, the rows of the inverse Jacobian matrix are Plücker coordinate vectors
of six finite lines that are six actuation forces applied by the actuators to the moving
platform. The parallel singularities of such manipulatorsthat Merlet [1] analyzed
using Grassmann line geometry occur when those lines becomelinearly dependent.
Ben-Horin and Shoham analyzed the parallel singularities of 6-DOF parallel manip-
ulators using Grassmann-Cayley Algebra (GCA) [2, 3]. Contrary to 6-DOF parallel
manipulators, the legs of a lower-mobility parallel manipulator have a connectivity
smaller than six and, in turn, each leg constrains partly themotion of the moving
platform. When the legs lose their ability to constrain the moving platform, a so-
called constraint singularity occurs [4]. Kanaan et al. [5]enlarged the application
of GCA to lower-mobility manipulators, in which the rows of the 6×6 inverse Ja-
cobian are not necessarily finite lines (zero pitch wrenches) but can be also infinite
lines (infinite pitch wrenches). These wrenches, also knownas governing lines, are
actuation and constraint wrenches applied to the moving platform. Choi et al. [6]
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analyzed the singularities of theH4 robot using screw theory, while Wu et al. [7]
analyzed them using line geometry.

In this paper, we present a methodology for the singularity analysis of robots with
an articulated nacelle. This methodology is general and applied to theH4 robot. To
deal with robots with complex architectures like theH4 robot, we introduce the
concept oftwist graph. Each leg of this robot contains a closed loop (the 4S parallel
linkage) and can be replaced by a virtual serial chain havingthe same twist system as
the leg in the equivalent twist graph of the robot. The twist graph of theH4 robot is
obtained in order to characterize the constraint and actuation wrenches applied to its
end effector. Then, the parallel singularity conditions ofthe robot are derived using
its wrench diagram in the projective spaceP3 and the superbracket decomposition.
Finally, some singularity configurations are illustrated geometrically.

2 Grassmann-Cayley Algebra in the Projective Space P3

The Grassmann-Cayley Algebra (GCA), also known as exterioralgebra, was de-
veloped by H. Grassmann as a calculus for linear varieties operating on extensors
with the operatorsjoin andmeetassociated with the union and intersection of vec-
tor spaces of extensors. The bracket is a determinant that satisfies special product
relations calledsygzygies. In the projective spaceP3, extensors could represent en-
tities such as points, lines or planes. Points are represented with their homogeneous
coordinates while lines and planes are represented with their Plücker coordinates.
The notion of extensor makes it possible to work at the symbolic level, and there-
fore, to produce coordinate-free algebraic expressions for the geometric singularity
conditions of spatial parallel manipulators. For further details on GCA the reader is
referred to [2, 8].

3 Theory of Reciprocal Screws

Screw theory is suitable for the type synthesis and the studyof the instantaneous
motion of parallel manipulators. The principle of reciprocal screws was studied
in [9, 10, 11] and then developed in [12, 13, 14, 15]. The method deals with the
reciprocity condition between two screw systems to characterize for each leg-chain,
the constraint wrench system reciprocal to its twist systemas well as the actua-
tion wrench system obtained by locking actuators. In a non-singular configuration,
constraint wrenches and actuation wrenches form a 6-system.

A twist is a screw representing the instantaneous motion of a rigid body, awrench
is a screw representing a system of forces and moments actingon a rigid body. Letε
denotes a twist andτ denotes a wrench. An infinite pitch twistε∞ represents a pure
translation of a prismatic jointP and a zero pitch twistε0 represents a pure rotation
of a revolute jointR. A pure force constrains the translation along its line direction
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and is represented by a zero pitch wrenchτ0. A pure moment constrains the rotation
about its direction and is represented by an infinite pitch wrenchτ∞. A zero pitch
screw represents the Plücker coordinate vector of a finite line inP3. An infinite pitch
screw represents the Plücker coordinate vector of an infinite line inP3.

A screw systemof ordern (0 ≤ n ≤ 6), also calledn-system, comprises all the
screws that are linearly dependent onn given linearly independent screws. Any set
of linearly independent screws within an-system forms a basis of this system. An-
screw system can be replaced by another equivalentn-system by applying a linear
transformation to the basis of the first one [16]. The twist systemTi and the wrench
systemWi of a serial kinematic chain composed off joints are given by:

Ti =
f

∑
j=1

T j , Wi =
f
⋂

j=1

W j (1)

The twist systemT and the wrench systemW of a parallel kinematic chain composed
of m serial chains are given by:

T=
m
⋂

i=1

Ti
, W=

m

∑
i=1

Wi (2)

The twist systemT and the wrench systemW of a given kinematic chain are
reciprocal to each other:T= W⊥ andW= T⊥, the operator⊥ denoting the reciprocity
of two screw systems. Ift denotes the twist system order, then the wrench system
order isw= 6−t. Any twist inT is reciprocal to any wrench inW and vice versa [15].
Two screws are reciprocal to each other if their orthogonal product is equal to zero.
Two zero pitch screws are reciprocal to each other if and onlyif their axes are
coplanar. A zero pitch screw is reciprocal to an infinite pitch screw if their directions
are orthogonal to each other. Two infinite pitch screws are always reciprocal to each
other.

4 The H4 Constraint Analysis

The H4 robot shown in Fig. 1 belongs to a new family of 4-DOF parallel robots
designed for high-speed pick and place operations [17, 18].A kinematic graph
of the H4 robot was given in [19]. TheH4 robot is composed of four identical
legs l i = Ri–(4S)i , (i = 1, ..., 4), attached to a common base (B) and linked to the
end effector (E) by means of an articulated nacelle. The nacelle is composedof three
bodies: (i)bI , connectingl1 andl2 in parallel and giving a resulting chainl12; (ii) bII

connectingl3 andl4 in parallel and giving a resulting chainl34; (iii) and (E), linked
to bI andbII with two revolute jointsRI andRII respectively, and carrying the end
effector of the robot. Finally, theH4 robot has two compound legs:LI = l12–RI

andLII = l34–RII .
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Fig. 1 TheH4 robot

4.1 Twist System and Wrench System of the 4S Parallel Linkage

A parallel linkage (4S)i of ith l i is represented in Fig. 2a and its kinematic graph
is shown in Fig. 2b. In this graph, a segment denotes a kinematic joint and a circle
denotes a link. The (4S)i linkage is a parallel kinematic chain composed of two
serial chainsSi

m–Si
p andSi

n–Si
q, whereSi

m, Si
n, Si

p andSi
q are four spherical joints

centered at pointsm,n, p andq respectively. In a general configuration, a 4S linkage
is not a parallelogram. However, theH4 robot is designed in such a way that the
(4S)i is a parallelogram in all configurations [17], i.e.,mn‖ pq andmp‖ nq. Note
that for theith leg l i , ri

p denotes the position vector of pointp, si
mp denotes a unit

vector directed along linempandni denotes a unit vector normal to the plane of the
parallelogram linkage.

The wrench system ofSi
m–Si

p includes allτ0 passing throughm andp. It is a 1-
system:Wmp= span(τ̂01) where1 τ̂01=(si

mp, ri
p×si

mp). Similarly, the wrench system

of Si
n–Si

q is: Wnq = span(τ̂02) whereτ̂02 = (si
nq, ri

q× si
nq). From Eq.(2), the wrench

system of the (4S)i linkage isW4S = Wmp+Wnq = span(τ̂01, τ̂02). Sincesi
mp andsi

nq

are parallel,W4S = span(τ̂01, τ̂∞1), where2 τ̂∞1 = τ̂02− τ̂01= (0, si
mp×si

mn) [16]. W4S

is a 2-system, its twist systemT4S = W⊥4S is a 4-system spanned by:ε̂ i
01= (si

mp, ri
p×

si
mp), ε̂ i

02 = (si
mn, ri

n× si
mn), ε̂ i

∞1 = (0, ni) andε̂ i
∞2 = (0, si

mp×ni).
The (4S)i linkage provides two independent translations and two independent

rotations represented with the four independent twistsε̂ i
01, ε̂ i

02, ε̂ i
∞1 and ε̂ i

∞2 that
span its twist system. Its twist graph represents the jointsassociated with the twists
of a basis of its twist system. It is a virtual serial kinematic chain (Fig. 2b) composed
of two virtual revolute jointsRi

1 andRi
2 associated witĥε i

01 andε̂ i
02 and two virtual

1 τ̂ andε̂ stand for unit wrench and unit twist, respectively
2 By applying a linear transformation
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prismatic jointsPi
1 and Pi

2 associated witĥε i
∞1 and ε̂ i

∞2. These virtual joints are
represented with dashed lines. Links 1, 2 and 3 are virtual links represented with
dashed circles.

1 2 3mn pq

Si
m

Si
n

Si
p

Si
q

m

p

n

q

Ri
1 Ri

2 Pi
1 Pi

2
ε̂ i

01 ε̂ i
02 ε̂ i

∞1 ε̂ i
∞2

ri
p mp

nq

(a) (b)

ni
× si

mp

ni

si
mn

si
mp

Fig. 2 (a) A (4S)i linkage; (b) Kinematic graph and twist graph of the (4S)i linkage

4.2 Constraint Wrenches of the H4 Robot

Since the twist system of a(4S)i linkage is represented with a virtual chain com-
posed of two revolute joints and two prismatic joints , a twist graph of theH4 robot is
obtained as shown in Fig. 3. The twist systemTi of theith legl i =Ri–(4S)i (Fig. 4a)
is equivalent to the twist system of a serial chainRi–Ri

1–Ri
2–Pi

1–Pi
2 spanned by:

ε̂ i
01 = (si

1, ri
1 × si

1), ε̂ i
02 = (si

mn, ri
n × si

mn), ε̂ i
03 = (si

mp, ri
p× si

mp), ε̂ i
∞1 = (0, ni) and

ε̂ i
∞2 = (0, si

mp×ni). Note thatsi
1 denotes a unit vector along the direction ofRi joint

axis. For theith leg l i , si
1 ‖ si

mn ‖ si
pq [17]. The constraint wrench systemWi of l i

includes the wrenches that are reciprocal to all the twists in Ti . Thus, the axis of
a τ0 in Wi is coplanar to the axes ofε̂ i

01, ε̂ i
02 andε̂ i

03 and orthogonal to the directions
of ε̂ i

∞1 and ε̂ i
∞2. Therefore,Wi does not contain anyτ0. The direction of aτ∞ in Wi

is orthogonal tosi
mn, si

mp andsi
1. It corresponds to the unit vectorsi

mn× si
mp = ni .

Hence,Wi is a 1-system spanned byτ̂ i
∞ = (0, ni).

The chainl12 being the connection ofl1 and l2 in parallel, its wrench system
W12 = W1 + W2=span(τ̂1

∞, τ̂2
∞). Thus, l12 provides translations in any direction and

cannot rotate about an axis directed alongn1 or alongn2. The direction of possi-
ble rotations is independent of these two vectors. This rotation is represented by
the twist ε̂012 whose axis is directed alongs12

m = n1 ×n2. Therefore,T12 = W⊥12 =
span(ε̂∞x, ε̂∞y, ε̂∞z, ε̂012) whereε̂∞x, ε̂∞y and ε̂∞z are the infinite pitch twists asso-
ciated with translations alongx, y andz, respectively. Similarly, the twist system
of leg l34 is T34 = W⊥34 = span(ε̂∞x, ε̂∞y, ε̂∞z, ε̂034) and the axis of̂ε034 is directed
alongs34

m = n3×n4.
The twist system of legLI = l12–RI is TI = T12 + TRI . RI is the rotation

about axisZI (Fig. 4c) represented with the twistε̂0ZI = (z, rc × z). Thus,TI =
span(ε̂∞x, ε̂∞y, ε̂∞z, ε̂012, ε̂0ZI ). Therefore,WI = T⊥I = span(τ̂∞I ) whereτ̂∞I = (0, z×
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1
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Fig. 3 Twist graph of theH4 robot

s12
m ). Likewise, WII = span(τ̂∞II ) where τ̂∞II = (0, z × s34

m ). Legs LI and LII are
mounted in parallel on the end effector of theH4 robot. Thus, its constraint wrench
system is:

Wc
H4 = WI +WII = span(τ̂∞I , τ̂∞II ) (3)

The end effector of theH4 robot is constrained by two pure moments:τ̂∞I = (0, z×
s12
m ) andτ̂∞II = (0, z× s34

m ). It provides a Schönflies motion, i.e., three independent
translations and one rotation about an axis of fixed direction alongz.

4.3 Actuation Wrenches and Global Wrench System of the H4
Robot

The actuated joints of theH4 robot are theRi joints of legsl i , (i = 1, ..., 4). Legsl1
andl2 (respectivelyl3 andl4) are connected withRI (respectivelyRII ). The actuation
wrench systemWa

1 of l1 includes wrenches that are reciprocal to the twist of theRI

joint and all the twists inT1, except for the twist̂ε1
01 of R1. Thus,Wa

1 does not include
any infinite pitch wrench. It is a 1-system spanned byτ̂1

0 of axis parallel tos1
mp,

intersecting axisZI and lying on the plane spanned bymn andmp. The actuation
wrench of l1 is, thus,τ̂1

0 = (s1
uv, r1

v × s1
uv) with s1

uv ‖ s1
mp. Similarly, the actuation

wrenches of legsl2, l3 andl4 areτ̂ i
0 = (si

uv, ri
v× si

uv), (i = 2, 3, 4) with si
uv ‖ si

mp.
In a non-singular configuration, the four actuation wrenches τ̂ i

0 are indepen-
dent and span the actuation wrench system of theH4 robot: Wa

H4 = span(τ̂ i
0),

(i = 1, ..., 4). The global wrench system of the robot is:
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WH4 = Wc
H4+Wa

H4 = span(τ̂∞I , τ̂∞II , τ̂1
0 , τ̂2

0 , τ̂3
0 , τ̂4

0) (4)

The legs of theH4 robot apply two constraint moments and four actuation forces to
its end effector. Its global wrench system is a 6-system. A parallel singularity occurs
when the wrenches in the 6-system become linearly dependentand span ak-system
with k< 6.

5 Singularity Analysis of the H4 Robot

5.1 Wrench Diagram of the H4 Robot in P3

A basis of the global wrench systemWH4 is composed of two constraint momentsτ̂∞I

andτ̂∞II , and four actuation forceŝτ i
0 =(si

uv, ri
v×si

uv), (i = 1, ..., 4). Those wrenches
are represented by two infinite lines and four finite lines inP3. To obtain the six
extensors of theH4 superbracket, we have to select twelve projective points on the
six projective lines, i.e., two points on each one. The extensor of an infinite line
is represented by two distinct infinite points. The extensorof a finite line can be
represented by either two distinct finite points or one finitepoint and one infinite
point, since any finite line has one point at infinity defined byits direction.

We know thatτ̂1
0 andτ̂2

0 intersect axisZI . Likewise,τ̂3
0 andτ̂4

0 intersect axisZII

(Fig. 4). Leta (respectivelyc) denote the intersection point ofτ̂1
0 (respectivelyτ̂2

0)
andZI and lete (respectivelyg) denote the intersection point ofτ̂3

0 (respectivelŷτ4
0)

andZII . Besides,ZI andZII are parallel, i.e.,ac andeg are parallel lines. They inter-
sect in the infinite planeΠ∞ at pointj= (z, 0), which corresponds to thez direction.
Note that an underlined letter stands for an infinite point. The finite line represent-
ing τ̂1

0 = (s1
uv, r1

v × s1
uv) can be defined by any two points on this line. Therefore, let

τ̂1
0 = ab with b = (s1

uv, 0) the infinite point ofτ̂1
0 defined by its direction. Likewise,

τ̂2
0 = cd with d= (s2

uv, 0), τ̂3
0 = ef with f= (s3

uv, 0) andτ̂4
0 = gh with h= (s4

uv, 0).
The infinite lineτ̂ i

∞ = (0, ni), (i = 1, ..., 4) is the intersection withΠ∞ of a finite
planeΠi of normalni . The intersection line of planesΠ1 andΠ2 is a finite line
orthogonal ton1 andn2. The infinite point of this line is expressed as:i = (n1×
n2, 0) = (s12

m , 0) and corresponds to the intersection point ofτ̂1
∞ andτ̂2

∞. In the same
vein, the intersection point of̂τ3

∞ andτ̂4
∞ is expressed as:k= (n3×n4, 0) = (s34

m , 0).
Let us consider the constraint momentτ̂∞I = (0, z×s12

m ). Vectorz×s12
m is normal

to any finite plane spanned by the two vectorsz ands12
m . The infinite point ofs12

m is i
and the infinite point ofz is j. Therefore,̂τ∞I = ij. Likewise, τ̂∞II = kj. We have
selected the twelve points of theH4 superbracket. The wrench diagram of theH4
robot is represented in Fig. 4c.
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Fig. 4 (a) Twists of legl i ; (b) Constraint and actuation wrenches; (c) Wrench diagramin P3 of the
H4 robot

5.2 Superbracket of the H4 Robot

The rows of the inverse Jacobian matrix of a parallel manipulator are Plücker co-
ordinates of six lines inP3. The superjoin of these six vectors inP5 corresponds
to the determinant of their six Plücker coordinate vectorsup to a scalar multiple,
which is the superbracket in GCAΛ(V(2)) [8]. Thus, a singularity occurs when
these six Plücker coordinate vectors are dependent, whichis equivalent to a super-
bracket equal to zero.
In [20], the theory of projective invariants has been used todecompose the super-
bracket into an expression having brackets involving 12 points selected on the axes
of these lines. The expression of theH4 superbracket is[abcdefghijkj], it corre-
sponds to twelve points selected in the robot wrench diagram. This expression can
be developed into a linear combination (sum) of 24 bracket monomials [2, 20], each
one being the product of three brackets of four projective points. The bracket of any
four coplanar projective points is equal to zero. Hence, 19 amongst the 24 mono-
mials are null. As detailed in [21], the simplified expression of this superbracket
is:

[abcdefghijkj] = [gikj]
(

[abdf][cghj]− [abdh][cgfj]
)

= [gikj][abd
•
f][cg

•
hj] (5)

where the dotted letters denote the permuted elements as mentioned in [8].
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5.3 Geometric Conditions for the H4 Robot Singularities

From Eq. (5), a parallel singularity occurs when:

1. [gikj] = 0 ⇔ [ikj] = 0 ⇔ i, j andk belong to the same projective line. This
condition is expressed in vector form as follows:

(s12
m × s34

m )• z = 0 (6)

wheres12
m = n1×n2 ands34

m = n3×n4. This condition corresponds to the con-
straint singularities of the robot that occur when the legs lose their ability to
constrain the motion of the end effector, which gains one or several DOFs. By
solving Eq. (6), we obtain the different cases for this type of singularity as fol-
lows:

(a) s12
m × s34

m = 0: s12
m ands34

m are parallel, which happens when the intersection
line of two amongst the four planesΠi , (i = 1, ...4), is parallel to the intersec-
tion line of the two other planes. For example, whenn1 ‖ n3 andn2 ‖ n4 as
shown in Fig. 5a.

(b) s12
m ‖ z, i.e., when the two planesΠ1 andΠ2 are vertical, their normal vec-

torsn1 andn2 are in the horizontal plane ands12
m = n1×n2 is parallel toz. A

similar case happens whens34
m ‖ z ;

(c) n1 ‖ n2, i.e., the two planesΠ1 andΠ2 are parallel, and as a consequence
s12
m = 0. A similar case happens whenn3 ‖ n4 ;

(d) s12
m , s34

m andz are coplanar but not parallel to each other.
(e) s12

m ‖ s34
m ‖ z, i.e., when the four planesΠi , (i = 1, ...4), are vertical as shown

in Fig. 5b.

In cases (a), (b), (c) and (d), the two constraint momentsτ̂ I
∞ andτ̂ II

∞ are identical
(z× s12

m ‖ z× s34
m ) or one of these moments is null. The constraint wrench system

of the robot becomes a 1-system and its twist system a 5-system, and as a result,
the manipulator gains one DOF. In case (e), the two constraints momentsτ̂ I

∞
andτ̂ II

∞ are null and the robot gains two DOFs.

2. [abd
•
f][cg

•
hj] = 0 ⇔

(

abd ∧ cgj

)

∧ fh = 0 ⇔ the projective linefh inter-

sects with the intersection line of planesabd andcgj. This condition is ex-
pressed in vector form as follows:

(

[s1
uv× s2

uv]× [(rg− rc)× z]
)

• (s3
uv× s4

uv) = 0 (7)

This condition occurs when the legs cannot control the linear velocity of the
end effector. The different cases for this condition can be established by solving
Eq. (7). For example, whens1

uv ‖ s2
uv ands3

uv ‖ s4
uv (Fig. 5c).
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s1
uv

s2
uv

s3
uv

s4
uvn1 n1

n2n2

n3 n3

n4n4

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5 Some singular configurations of theH4 robot

6 Conclusions

In this paper, a general methodology was proposed to analyzethe singularities of
parallel manipulators with an articulated nacelle. The methodology consists of two
main steps. First, the new concept of twist graph is used to simplify the constraint
analysis. This graph is obtained with the theory of reciprocal screws. Then, a wrench
diagram is obtained in order to derive a simplified expression of the superbracket de-
composition. This expression is analyzed to provide geometric conditions for singu-
lar configurations. The methodology was explained through the singularity analysis
of theH4 robot. It can be also applied to analyze the singularities of other complex
robots such as the Par43 [22].
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